The Values in Action Award is presented to members of the QHC team for exemplifying our values of
Imagine it’s you, Respect everyone, We all help provide care, Take ownership and Always Strive to
Improve. It’s my pleasure to present this month’s award.
Before the pandemic hit, anyone who doesn’t work in health care may not have known what PPE is. But
now, PPE (or personal protective equipment) has become a common term in society. PPE is what health
care providers rely on to keep themselves safe. Whether it’s masks, gowns, goggles, face shields or
gloves – our hospitals need plenty of it, and our frontline workers need to know how to properly use it.
To help frontline staff navigate the PPE guidelines for COVID‐19, Quinte Health Care implemented PPE
Coaches. With only a small (but mighty) Infection Prevention and Control (IPAC) team at QHC, the PPE
Coaches are frontline staff who have been trained by IPAC and are available to ensure staff and
physicians are supported when making decisions about what PPE to wear and when and how to wear it.
So far, 12 PPE Coaches have been trained at QHC Belleville General Hospital and are spread throughout
various units – ICU, Emergency, Quinte 5, Quinte 6 and Lab. More coaches will be trained in the coming
weeks, including at QHC North Hastings Hospital, Trenton Memorial Hospital and Prince Edward County
Memorial Hospital. The PPE Coaches also receive some training from Judy MacDougall, Manager of
Organizational Development, to help hone their coaching skills.
When asked about this work, Judy explained, “Giving or receiving feedback can feel uncomfortable, but
when feedback is integrated into a respectful dialogue with mutual goals of learning, real change can
happen. The PPE Coaches are building bridges one conversation at a time and I deeply admire their
leadership.”
Many of the PPE Coaches fulfil their coaching duties in addition to their normal clinical duties. For
example, many of the coaches are nurses and will offer feedback to their teammates throughout their
shift together. Allison Wendel is the only PPE Coach fully dedicated to the coach role.
According to Allison, “It’s a rewarding role. My feedback isn’t meant to be judgement – people get busy
and forget things – but it’s about the safety of everyone and we want to do everything we can to keep
staff and patients safe.”
Since October, more than 500 observations have been documented by PPE Coaches. About half of
those observations resulted in a teaching opportunity. Some examples of teaching moments include
frontline staff being reminded to complete hand hygiene before putting on PPE, putting on gloves for
tasks where they’re required, tips for the safe removal of PPE and for donning goggles appropriately.
As Director of Quality, Sarah Corkey explained, “Everyone needs a friendly reminder once in a while.
The PPE Coach role supports the philosophy that we all have a role to play in keeping each other safe.
Being able to provide and receive feedback are central to safe work environments and safe patient care
– especially in our busy and changing environment.”
Sarah also expressed her kudos to our PPE Coaches for their interest in supporting their units and
coworkers – and the Board whole heartedly agrees with that sentiment. It’s my pleasure to present the
PPE Coach team with the Values in Action Award. Olivia will ensure you receive a certificate as a gesture
of our appreciation. Thank you to all those involved in the PPE initiative.
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To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

David MacKinnon, Board Chair

Topic:

Report of the Chair

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Information

The Board correspondence tracker is attached and is no longer in the supplemental package.
For the next few months, the board will face two major challenges.
The first is the COVID 19 pandemic. Stacey and Colin will address this at the meeting, but I will
make a few comments that I hope will be useful today.
The second task is to anticipate the tectonic and very rapid changes that will come after the
pandemic.
It is a bit early to deal with the changes in any detail, but we know from a previous board retreat
that we must deal with dramatic change over the next ten years and that the pandemic has only
accelerated these. I will address these in greater detail in my next report to the board.
I have several comments to make about the pandemic.
Our staff and management are pressured more now than in any recent period for several
reasons that we have discussed at the board table.
There are the capacity challenges that they must manage at this time of the year.
In addition, they must also undertake new projects that they never faced before, such as
operating assessment centers and placing patients in a retirement residence.
Staff must also deal with the pandemic itself. While we have had a relatively small number of
patients with COVID admitted to the hospitals, physicians and staff must operate as if every
patient has COVID from a personal protection perspective and they must prepare for all
contingencies in the event of increased COVID related activity at the hospitals. Also, the
complexity of the patients presenting to the hospitals is higher, so COVID admissions are an
incomplete metric relating to the pandemic experience of the hospitals.
Finally, the pandemic is causing other problems that will sooner or later show up at the hospital
door. Demand for mental health services is high and more alcohol is being consumed, to name
just two of these.
It is the combination of these four factors that merits close attention by us. We need to do
everything possible to maintain morale and even small things can help with this. The next three
or four months will be particularly difficult.
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An example of the small things that matter is a recent weekend visit by the CEO to one of the
assessment centers. This demonstrated solidarity with staff serving the public in a capacity that
is not without risk to those who serve in this way.
There are two major issues that we should consider even as we are focusing intensely on the
pandemic.
Although the government has responded very quickly and very substantially to most of the
increased costs associated with the pandemic in this and other hospitals, there is no doubt we
will be challenged financially as we deal with some of the pandemic related issues – other than
the pandemic itself - such as increased demand for mental health services.
Beyond that we can expect greater financial challenges as the province addresses its financial
challenges, and some of these challenges can be expected soon.
In 2019-20, Ontario’s public debt was $343 billion, higher, in the government’s own words, than
“any other subnational government in the world.”
This dubious distinction is going to get worse. Without major change, Ontario’s public debt is
forecast to grow by $102.6 billion over the next five years and it is hard to see how the problem
can be addressed without major changes in health care.
The second major issue we need to consider is the need to communicate more substantially
and more often with the public about hospital activities.
For the future, the CEO and I have agreed that we will increase our public presence in each of
the communities where we have hospitals.
This will be important to demonstrate the depth of our response to the current emergency but
also to ensure that there is greater understanding of what we do and have done in these
communities. That information gap exists in some communities now, a problem that affects the
hospital, the foundations and the North Hastings Fund Development Committee.
It also presents important opportunity to listen and learn about what is important to the
communities we serve and how our strategy and operations can support local and collective
improvement in access and quality.
This work is under way. In recent months I have made two major public presentations in Trenton
and two in Prince Edward County. Two more are scheduled, one for the CEO and another that
we will do together.
Several meetings by zoom have also been scheduled with mayors and provincial leaders.
It is important that we reinforce their efforts to manage the pandemic and that we also recognize
the extent to which the province and municipal leaders have helped us so far.
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Foundation and Auxiliary Events
Belleville General Hospital Foundation (BGHF)
BGHF is running their “I’m In” campaign to ensure they have the funds needed to purchase
priority medical equipment. For more information, please visit their website at
https://bghf.ca/event/im-in-staff-campaign/
Help Fund the New Prince Edward County Memorial Hospital (PECMH)
Please help the Rotary Club of Wellington raise funds for the proposed new hospital for the County
by joining their FlipGive team. FlipGive is a fundraising vehicle for online shopping. The Rotary
Club can earn cash back for their team with every purchase. The selling companies donate a
percentage to the hospital campaign. For more details, please visit the Rotary’s website at
https://www.wellingtonrotary.ca/Stories/contribute-to-wellington-rotary-flipgive-program
Trenton Memorial Hospital Foundation (TMHF)
TMHF is also running their staff campaign to ensure they have the funds needed to purchase
priority medical equipment with three easy ways to give: payroll deduction, one-time donation or
donation by credit card. Donations can be made through canadahelps.org.
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To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

Stacey Daub, President & CEO

Topic:

Report of the CEO

Date:

January 21, 2021

For:

Information

Board Communiques
You will have now received two update emails from me, at the end of each week. While I won’t
be able to maintain a weekly communique, I felt it was important in my initial weeks to provide
key updates to the entire Board, particularly in light of the ongoing pressures and change QHC
is facing through the COVID pandemic.
I welcome feedback on whether you have found these quick updates helpful, as well as how
else I can effectively keep you informed through my Board reports and other channels.
Hospital and Community Outreach
My initial weeks at QHC have been both busy and encouraging. I have placed a high priority on
getting out to learn about our hospitals, teams, partners and communities. I have interacted
with many patients, staff, physicians and leaders at all four hospitals and I have been impressed
by the pride, collegiality and dedication to the patients and community we serve. I’ve also been
able to talk directly to staff, physicians and teams about the toll the longevity of the pandemic
has had on people’s personal and professional lives. I am very encouraged by the fact that staff
and physician health and wellbeing has been important topic and focus for the leadership team.
This week we will be rolling out a new resiliency took kit and supports: Holdin’Course; Staying
Resilient – Navigating our Way Through COVID-19. The toolkit was developed by Judy
MacDougal and Janet Kinsley and is an excellence resource to support a renewed discussion
about wellbeing, with a call to action to individuals and leaders to reflect on and support the well
being and resiliency of one’s self, colleagues and teams. The toolkit is provided in the
supplemental package.
I will save the COVID update for the separate agenda item from the Quality of Patient Care
Committee, but will reiterate that I have been impressed by the degree of collaboration and
innovation to continue to build capacity within our local system. I remain confident that QHC will
continue to find creative solutions to address these and other issues we may face in the coming
months. Moreover, we are working with local, regional and provincial partners to tackle the
unprecedented hospital capacity challenges that are evolving in the Region and the Province.
In addition to connecting with the QHC teams, I have had an introductory meeting with the 3
foundations and Hastings Development fund and I have been out to all four hospitals, the
surrounding communities, making early and important connections with a large range of health,
academic, community and municipal leaders. A full list of my engagement activities in the first
two weeks is available in the supplement package.
Q3 Balanced Scorecard Results
The balanced scorecard results for first nine months of the fiscal year are attached.
Three of the four operational metrics monitored through the BSC are currently showing red, with
patient experience score 0.2% off target. It is not surprising that the organization is experiencing
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a slight decrease in these operational results compared to previous years, given the operational
challenges created by the pandemic. The three surgical wait times targets continue to be red as
a direct result of the surgical shut-down during the spring of 2020 and the resulting backlog of
patients. The ability to catch-up on this backlog is limited by the availability of scarce health
human resources, particularly operating room nurses.
Of the strategy goals, the following metrics are currently below target:
- Number of implemented (staff generated) safety improvement ideas: staff at QHC have
generated and implemented 110 safety-related improvement ideas since April, against a
target of 125. There will need to be increased communication and enthusiasm around
this process to meet the year-end goal of 250, which complements our messaging
around PPE compliance and other staff and patient safety practices.
- Percentage of medicine discharges receiving a transition phone call within 48 hours of
discharge: This has been a challenging target to meet given the increased number of
patients and staffing shortages on the medicine units. The teams remain committed to
maximizing the number of transition phone calls in order to improve the patient
experience and reduce the likelihood of patients needing to return to the hospital.

Ontario Health Teams
Now that we have a single Ontario Health Team in development for the Hastings Prince Edward
region, the combined group is moving ahead with creating a new application to Ontario Health
for full OHT status. The partners convened January 18th for a visioning day, facilitated by Jim
Pine. I joined the visioning session with Carol, Jeff and Colin. The group made took some
important steps forward and the OHT Steering Committee has been given the mandate to
advance the application in collaboration with the community.
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President Outreach Activities – YTD Activity
External
Person/Organization/Group
Sheila Braidek, Executive Director (ED) of Belleville & Quinte West
Community Health Centre
Dr. Zelt Ontario Health East Incident Management System Commander
MPP Todd Smith and David Joyce, Executive Assistant
Dr. David Pichora, KHSC President & CEO
Garry Laws, CEO of Addiction Mental Health Services Hastings Prince
Edward
Mayo Hawco, ED Gateway Community Health Centre
Dr. Adam Stewart, Madoc, OHT
Doug Socha, Director Emergency Service of Hastings County
Cynthia Martineau, OH East Transitional Lead
Dr. Nadia Knarr, Assistant Professor Queen’s University
Dr. Lionel Noronha, Medical Director Stirling Medical Centre & Stirling
Manor and Lead Physician Belleville FHO
Shannon Coull, Prince Edward County Memorial Hospital Foundation
(PECMHF) ED
Kim Bishop, Chair of the North Hastings Fund Development Committee
Cathy Szabo, Providence Care, President and CEO
Dr. Elizabeth Christie, Prince Edward Family Health Team (FHT)
Dr. Piotr Oglaza, Hasting Prince Edward County Public Health
Wendy Parker, ED Lakeview Family Health Team
Susan Barberstock, Director of Community Wellbeing, Mohawks of the
Bay of Quinte - Kenhteke Kanyen’kehá:ka
Jennifer Loshaw, Director Home and Community Services
Cynthia Martineau, Regional Lead-Interim of East and CEO for Central
East and Champlain LHINs
Debbie MacDonald Moynes, ED Prince Edward County Community Care
for Seniors Association
Nick Valacholias, President & CEO Brockville
Dr. Fraser Pollard, TMH Medical Lead
Nora Axhorn, QHC Advisory Council Co-Chair
Abby Leavitt, Program Manager Queen's University Family Health Team,
Sandra McGrath, Bancroft Community Family Health Team
Pat Dobbs, ED Community Care for Central Hastings
Jim Pine, Chief Administrative Officer, Hastings County
MPP Daryl Kramp, Hastings-Lennox & Addington and David MacKinnon
Quinte West/Trenton Mayor Jim Harrison and David MacKinnon
Mary Grattan Gielen, Ontario Health Home & Community Care
Mary Stuart, Central Hastings Family Health Team
Trenton Rotary with David MacKinnon
Bancroft Mayor Paul Jenkins and David MacKinnon
Belleville Mayor Mitch Panciuk and David MacKinnon
Brighton Mayor Brian Ostrander and Chair David MacKinnon
Prince Edward County Mayor Steve Ferguson and David MacKinnon

Purpose
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Networking Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Scheduled w/o Jan 25

1

QHC Team
Community/Team
Management/Leadership Team
BGH Patient Flow, CCC, Respiratory & Stroke Clinic
Anne Marie Sutherland, Program Director Medicine
BGH Critical Care
Linda Price, Program Director Maternal Child, Critical Care and Mental
Health
MAC
TMH ER and DI
Heather Campbell, Program Director Emergency Medicine and Primary
Care
TMH ORs, Surgical Clinics and MDRD
Kristina Cruess, Program Director Surgery
TMH In Patient Unit
Anna-Marie Sutherland
BGH Labs, Diagnostic Imaging and Nuclear Medicine
Kerri Choffe, Program Director Diagnostic Services
NHH
Tammy Davis, NHH Site Lead and Heather Campbell
BGH ORs, Endoscopy and MDRD
Kristina Cruess
PECMH
Lisa Mowbray, PECMH Site Lead and Heather Campbell
BGH ER
Jane Babcock, Manager Emergency Medicine and Heather Campbell
BGH Finance
Angie Abram, Director Financial Services & Purchasing
TMH ER and In Patient Weekend Visit
PECMH ER and In Patient Weekend Visit
Trenton COVID Assessment Centre
Steve Cook, Belleville General Hospital Foundation (BGHF) ED
Wendy Warner, Trenton Memorial Hospital Foundation (TMHF) ED
TMHF Board of Directors
Shannon Coull, Prince Edward County Memorial Hospital Foundation
(PECMHF) ED
PECMHF Board of Directors
BGHF Board of Directors

Media/Individual
Belleville Intelligencer/Luke Hendry
QHC CEO Eyes Renewal after Pandemic
Belleville Intelligencer/Luke Hendry
Local Vaccinations Begin but Lack Vaccine
CJBQ/Lorne Booker Show
Steve Cook & Stacey Daub
In Quinte/Nicole Kleinstueber (not yet published)

Focus
Introductory Meeting
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Introductory Meeting
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff/Physician
Introductions
Tour & Staff Introductions
Safety Walkabouts
Staff/Physician
Introductions
Safety Walkabouts
Staff/Physician
Introductions
Staff/Partner Introduction
Introductory Meeting
Introductory Meeting
Introductions/Update
Introductory Meeting
Scheduled w/o Jan 25
Schedule w/o Jan 25
Focus
Arrival Interview
Vaccine
QCH Update/
Community Support
Capacity Challenges
2

3.3

To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

Dr. Colin MacPherson, Chief of Staff

Topic:

Report of the Chief of Staff

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Information

Surgical Backlog Strategy
The organization has ramped up and streamlined processes of communication in order to
ensure inclusive decision making, common understanding and purpose, and fast collective
response to the evolving demands of the COVID-19 pandemic. The Chief/Medical Directors
specifically, and the credentialed staff generally, have been very involved in this ramp up. The
Clinical Optimization Subcommittee of MAC will now be meeting weekly rather than monthly
with a focus on proactive medical staff planning for surge, optimizing infection protection and
control practices, preparing for the types of ethical decision making that may be required by
scarce resources, and facilitating regional coordination of clinical services. Several physicians
are also participating on working groups to advance projects that the Committee oversees. The
level of engagement is reassuring.
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4.1
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee

Subject:

Stage 3.1 Design PECMH Redevelopment Project Approval

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Decision

Motion

The QHC Board of Directors the approves the Stage 3.1 Design
submission to Health Investment and Capacity Branch of the Ministry
of Health (MOH).

PECMH Redevelopment
Status
•

Formal approval of the Stage 2 Functional Program for the PECMH redevelopment
project occurred on June 19, 2020. The PECMH redevelopment project and Functional
Program planning report also received formal approval by Ontario’s Treasury Board
(TB), and was announced by Ontario Premier Doug Ford on October 23, 2020.

•

•

Delivery of the project following TB approval was assigned to Infrastructure Ontario
(IO), under the Build/Finance Model. This assignment will significantly change the
procurement process and contract terms. QHC is presently working with IO to integrate
these changes into the project work-plan and schedule.

Stage 3.1 Design
•

•

•

The Stage 3.1, which started in early July 2020, develops preliminary design details including:
• Architectural Design Brief: site layout, building block design (floor plans), proposed
structural systems and finishes. The brief also provides a framework for developing and
evaluating sustainability options, which will be considered in the upcoming Stage 3.2
submission.
• Electrical/Mechanical, Design Briefs: provides building infrastructure requirements for
HVAC, power and lighting, medical support and IT infrastructure.
• Updated phasing and construction schedules, and an updated cost estimate.
The Stage 3.1 submission was completed on schedule in mid-December 2020 and is provided
in full as part of the Audit and Resources Committees supplemental package, which is
available on the Board Portal. A video link outlining the initial concepts of the exterior of the
building is provided in the supplemental package.
The submission requires QHC Board approval ahead of submission to MOH.
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Schedule
•

•
•

The Stage 3.1 Report will be submitted to the Ministry of Health MOH following Board approval
in January 2021. Approval is expected to take 100 calendar days (15 weeks), or approximately
until late May 2021.
The Stage 3.2 Design will start late May/ early June 2021 and will require 10 months to
complete (March 2022)
The detailed schedule for the remaining work including IO procurement, contract award and
construction is being developed and will be finalized about mid-January 2021. Based on
current information the final project completion date will be approximately August/September
2027.

Stage 3.1 Cost Estimate
Each stage of the submission process requires an updated cost estimate from a Quantity Surveyor.

Management is still working with the MOH and Infrastructure Ontario regarding the timeline for
completing the remaining phases of the project. Depending on the final agreement regarding timeline
to construction and substantial completion, the cost estimate may increase by
for
inflation. This increase would be largely be absorbed by the MOH.

Stage 3.2 Preliminary work
The Audit and Resource committee was briefed on some preliminary work related to sustainability
initiatives that will become part of the future Stage 3.2 submission. The committee also requested from
management a plan on how the community would be engaged in the exterior design of the new
hospital. Management indicated a process was being planned to engage the community and that
management would bring back more information about that process at a future committee meeting.
Recommendation\Motion
The QHC Board of Directors the approves the Stage 3.1 Design submission to Health Investment and
Capacity Branch of the Ministry of Health (MOH)
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5.1
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee

Subject:

Fiscal Health Sustainability

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Discussion/Information

Fiscal Impact of the Pandemic
Ontario hospitals have incurred extraordinary expenses as a result of the Covid 19
Pandemic. The expenditures are extremely material for all Ontario hospitals.
QHC has incurred the following incremental operating expenditures above planned
budgetary levels since the pandemic began:










March 2020;
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November

$530K
$1.064M
$987K
$1.002M
$974K
$778K
$1.014M
$593K
$522K

QHC has received funding letters for April, May, June, July, August and September 2020 and
cash reimbursement for April, May, June and July incremental operating expenditures
identical to the submissions above. The funding is subject to reconciliation by the MOH\OH.
QHC has also incurred $1.6M Capital expenditures related to COVID up to November 2020.
QHC has received a capital funding letter for $1.057M which is also subject to future
reconciliation.
QHC management has reached out to other Southeastern Ontario hospitals and Ontario
hospitals in general and determined that our incremental operating expenditures are
consistent with other Ontario hospitals.
The OH\MOH has not yet directed Ontario hospitals to submit the impact of lost revenues.
The lost revenue to QHC impact to November 30, 2020 is estimated at $3.2M.
November 2020 Financial Statements\Notice to Reader
The November 2020 financial statements include a Notice to Reader that as a result of the
extraordinary impact of the pandemic, QHC’s financial position is dependent upon the
reimbursement process and approvals which are still being developed by the MOH\OH.
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Management has also completed another line by line review of all expenditures and assigned
a conservative probability of re-imbursement for each expenditure. Although management
believes all incremental COVID expenditures are reasonable and should be reimbursed,
management’s review has determined that there is a high probability that at least 94% will be
reimbursed. There has been no change in this estimate based on management’s latest
review.
As such, QHC has accrued $6.5M revenue (94% of total incremental operating COVID
expenditures (Apr-Nov) to income with the November 2020 financial statements. QHC has
also accrued a reimbursement of 75% of capital expenditures. The accrual for capital has no
impact on the statement of operations.
The November 2020 financial statements show a top line deficit of $990K prior to building
amortization after eight months of the 2020/21 fiscal year based on the above assumptions.
The deficit is driven primarily by lost revenue of $3.2M. The top-line deficit is not the entire
amount of lost revenue as QHC had budgeted to be in a surplus at November 30, 2020 and
there is a positive variance on the medical and surgical supplies line as a result of delays in
surgical procedures. QHC’s successful advocacy work, including another $1.391M of onetime surge funding being converted to base funding in November 2020 has positively
impacted QHC’s financial position.
Pandemic Funding
QHC has received incremental funding for temporary physician leadership and educational
activities since the pandemic began. This is a flow through to QHC’s medical leadership.
QHC has also received as noted above cash reimbursement of the April, May, June, July,
incremental COVID expenditures.
QHC has also received notification of additional ICU Bed funding. QHC received funding to
upgrade 3 ICU beds to level 3 (supports ventilation); with estimated funding of $372K for six
months. QHC has also received 1 additional level 3 bed; with estimated funding of $348K for
six months. If annualized, this would mean QHC has funding for 18 ICU beds.
QHC has also received a funding letter for incremental funding for 29 ALC beds; 24 for BGH
and 5 for PECMH. The funding envelope is $2.1M.
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5.2
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee

Subject:

2021/22 Preliminary DRAFT Operating and Capital Plan

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Discussion

Purpose
The purpose of the briefing memorandum is to update the Board on the development of the 2021/22
Operating & Capital Plan.
Background & Planning Context
QHC 2020/21 Funding Adjustments
QHC management has tabled balanced Operating Plan’s and achieved break-even financial positions
since 2011, despite extraordinary financial pressure as a result of Health System Funding Reform
(HSFR).
On June 4, 2020, QHC received written correspondence from MOH\OH outlining a material base
funding adjustment, as a result of years of advocacy work by QHC management outlining inequities in
the way Ontario hospitals are funded.
The details of the funding letter included: $5M; conversion of one-time monies in 2019/20 to
permanent base funding; $1.588M Small and Medium sized hospitals incremental based funding;
$1.385M Growth and Efficiency (GEM) model base funding and $1.174M Case Mix Index (CMI) base
adjustment to Quality Based Procedures (QBP) funding.
The GEM efficiency model has replaced the Health Based Allocation Model (HBAM) and is utilized in
combination with the Small and Medium sized hospital base funding to distribute adjustments to base
funding for annual expenditure increases.
Quality Based Procedures (QBP’s) are funded based on the acuity of the patient. The acuity level of
the patients served can fluctuate from year to year causing funding fluctuations. The Acute Stroke
Hemorrhagic QBP had fluctuations in acuity in CMI which has caused a one-time increase to base
funding of $909K.
The total increase to Base funding was $9.148M.
In addition to the incremental base funding, QHC received growth funding for Quality Based
Procedures (QBP) of $454K, additional Wait Time funding of $55K and our annual one-time Pay for
Results (P4R) of $1.285M.
The total amount of one-time funding was $1.794M.
The total amount of the funding letter was $10.943M. The funding level was higher than 2020/21
QHC Board approved Operating Plan by $1.7M. This difference was largely related to the Case Mix
Funding increase outlined above.
Although, the base funding increase was very significant, QHC management was concerned that not
all of QHC’s one-time surge funding had been converted to base consistent with other Ontario
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hospital. In December 2020, as a result of significant advocacy work, QHC management has
received a funding letter indicating that all of QHC’s one-time surge funding will be converted to base.
This means that an additional $1.391M one-time surge funding will now be converted to base for the
2020/21 fiscal year and beyond.
Pandemic Impact
The results of this advocacy work put QHC in an excellent fiscal position prior to the pandemic. Since
the beginning of the pandemic, Ontario hospitals have incurred extraordinary expenses that are
extremely material for all Ontario hospitals.
QHC has incurred, monthly incremental expenditures of approximately $1M per month ($12M per
annum), lost revenue of approximately $5M per annum and one time unbudgeted capital pandemic
expenditures of $1.6M (Dec 2020). QHC has maximized all reimbursement and funding opportunities
provided by the MOH\OH and received reimbursement for approximately 50% of all incremental
pandemic expenditures to date. QHC management is not aware of any material risk of not receiving
re-imbursement for incremental pandemic expenditures at the time of drafting this briefing
memorandum.
2021\22 Operating & Capital Development Process
As a result of the significant financial implications and the complexity of financial reporting during the
pandemic, QHC management revised its annual planning process accordingly. Management’s intent
was to simplify the process to the extent possible, but ensure that QHC is planning, tracking and
maximizing all reimbursement and funding opportunities related to the pandemic.
QHC management implemented functionality in its planning\budgeting system to plan, quantify and
track pandemic related expenditures in addition to regular base budget expenditures. In the Fall of
2020, QHC leaders were asked to review and submit their projected 2021/22 base and incremental
pandemic related expenditures. Incremental pandemic related expenditures were quantified and
tracked separately on the system.
Following submissions, QHC Finance reviewed all programs and services base pre-pandemic
expenditure levels. In addition, a planning team made up of QHC Directors is reviewing all temporary
and permanent pandemic related expenditure submissions to assess whether they should be
included as part of the 2021/22 Operating Plan. Finally, QHC Finance reviewed all base\one-time
and pandemic revenue sources to finalize draft projections of QHC’s 2021/22 revenue. The base
expenditures, pandemic expenditures and associated revenue projections are combined to project
QHC’s 2021/22 DRAFT Operating Plan in Appendix A.
The 2021/22 Capital planning process has been greatly simplified from prior years. Please see
summary of 2021/22 Capital planning process below.
QHC Management has not yet received direction from Ontario Health (OH) regarding the 2021/22
Hospital Annual Planning Submission (HAPS) (1st Draft of the 2021/22 Operating Plan) which is
usually required to be submitted by November of each year.
Base Expenditures
At the time of drafting this briefing memorandum, there are some significant increases in base
expenditures such as Patient Transport, Laundry, Maintenance, Utilities and Insurance. There are
also some increases in clinical areas such as ICU, and Respiratory Therapy (RT) although most
clinical programs base expenditures are consistent with pre-pandemic levels. Additional RT hours
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have been included for the Trenton hospital to meet a service level need of 16 hours per day. A
portion of these hours have been funded by the ED Pay for Results (P4R) funding allocation.
Hydro costs are projected to increase by $520K as we will no longer qualify for the reduced rate
under the Ontario Rebate for Electricity Consumers Program. Patient transportation is expected to
increase by $511K. The transition to the new service provider improved access; however our costs
have dramatically increased. Under our previous contract, we relied on EMS when the provider was
unable to meet demand. The improved service with our new provider has reduced our reliance on
EMS but has introduced a new cost as the EMS service was at no cost.
Other pressures beyond general wage increases include increases in overtime, orientation and the
fact that WSIB has ended its NEER program in 2020 and replaced it with a fixed rate framework
model. While the new model makes WSIB expense predictable, it eliminates the possibility of rebates
for good program management and performance.
The above cost pressures are contributing to the initial 2021/22 deficit projection outlined below.
Incremental Pandemic Expenditures
Incremental pandemic expenditures are included as part of the 2020/21 DRAFT Operating Plan.
Examples of significant expenditures are significantly enhanced bed capacity highlighted in the bed
chart below; screeners, enhanced housekeeping to meet new cleaning standards, and supports to
manage personal protective equipment distribution. We have also included the ongoing expenditures
related to the continued operation of COVID Assessment Centres, and lab testing of COVID swabs.
The projected COVID Pandemic expenditures for QHC included in the DRAFT 2021/22 Operating
plan is $8.43M
Pandemic Reimbursement Revenue
The 2021/22 DRAFT Operating Plan has assumption for reimbursement of planned QHC Pandemic
expenditures in the amount of $8.26M.
2021/22 Bed Complement
QHC has dramatically increased its bed levels as a result of the Pandemic. The chart below
highlights the 2020/21 Board approved bed levels and the increased bed levels that have occurred as
a result of the Pandemic. QHC has had to significantly increase bed levels despite having relatively
low COVID volume up until December 2020. QHC did not have the same access to decant ALC
patients as much as other South-eastern Ontario hospitals in the first wave of the pandemic. This is
one of a number of reasons QHC has substantially higher bed capacity than pre-pandemic levels.
This magnitude of increase could be questioned in the reconciliation process after the Pandemic.
The proposed approved beds for 2021/22 are as follows:
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Management. The latter reflects the fee structure associated with our participation in the regional
supply chain group. The metrics for the services at North Hastings reflect the impact of critical mass
issues at this small hospital. As well, a number of inpatient units show opportunities related to supply
costs. These are typically related to the high cost of patient transportation services between sites and
to our tertiary care partners.
BIG Operational Assessment
In previous years, management has assessed opportunities highlighted in the BIG Operational
Assessment. The report recommended $4M of operational efficiencies that the BIG report could be
achieved over a four year period. In the previous two planning cycles, $1M per year of operational
efficiencies has been identified. As a result of the Pandemic, less emphasis has been placed on
finding operational efficiencies for the 2021/22 Operating Plan.
Labour Increases
The following increases have been budgeted for each union; Unifor 1.325%; $330K, ONA 1%; $402K,
OPSEU 1.65%; $332K and SEIU 1.4875%; $140K. An increase for non-bargaining staff has been
budgeted at 1%; $103K.
Major Operating Plan assumptions for Revenue
The major Operating plan Assumptions for revenue are as follows:
Base Funding; $95.7M; includes recently announced conversion of one-time surge capacity funding
Annual Expenditure increase (Inflation) Funding; $1.6M; assumes 1% of 20/21 global funding
GEM (Growth Efficiency Model); $1.4M; assumes amount consistent with fiscal 20/21
Quality Based Procedures; $23.9M; assumes no change from fiscal 20/21
CMI (Case Mix Impact) Impact on Quality Based procedures; assumes no changes to the model
for fiscal 21/22. Management has made an assumption that the MOH will freeze any CMI changes
for 2021/22 as a result of the pandemic. Under this assumption, the positive increase from the CMI
fluctuation 2020/21 funding would not be reversed in 2021/22 and not negatively impact QHC’s
funding.
Surge Funding Conversion to Base - $1.39M; assumes this amount is converted to base
consistent with funding letter received in December 2020.
Wait Time Funding; $882K; assumes no change from fiscal 20/21
ICU Funding; assumes funding for beds 16, 17 and 18 is converted to base and that funding for bed
18 will continue in 2021/22
Other Major Revenue Sources – P4R funding $1.124M; assumption consistent with prior year
funding levels
Programs still under review.
There are significant programs still under review, including the ICU, Emergency department’s at all
four hospitals, and Inpatient Medicine at all four hospitals. Finalization of budgets in these areas will
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be completed between now and March 2021 when QHC management intends to table the proposed
2021/22 Operating Plan to the committee.
2021/22 1st DRAFT Operating Plan Projection
Appendix A provides preliminary DRAFT projections of the 2021/22 Operating Plan. Three scenarios
are provided including projections which include no reimbursement of pandemic related expenditures
or lost revenue; incremental expenditures being reimbursed at 94%; incremental expenditures being
reimbursed at 94% and lost revenue being reimbursed at 75%. The latter scenario is what QHC
management is proposing form the basis for the 2021/22 Board recommended Operating Plan.
Based on the latter set of assumptions; the first preliminary DRAFT of the 2021/22 Operating Plan
projects an excess of expenditures over revenue of $4.1M before building amortization.
The deficit projection is the result of the above noted expenditure increases in patient transport,
utilities, laundry, maintenance, insurance as well as increased costs in some clinical areas such as
intensive care and respiratory therapy. This combined with a reduction in one time revenue, annual
wage and benefit commitments to our unions (noted above) and a material wage adjustment for grid
level changes as well as increases in overtime and orientation make up the significant drivers of the
initial deficit projection.
2021/22 Capital Planning Process
The 2021/22 Capital planning process has been greatly simplified from prior years. Capital
submissions occurred in the Fall of 2020 similar to prior years but no formal prioritization process is
planned with clinical leadership this year. The submissions required each program\service to
prioritize equipment prior to submission. This year, QHC Finance has spent more time reviewing the
submitted priorities with the intent to forgo the regular planning prioritization meetings with clinical
leadership. QHC management is reviewing whether to recommend a smaller capital plan; one that is
well within QHC’s capital funding sources and each Foundation\FDC ability to fund. Post pandemic,
QHC should undertake a more robust capital planning process similar to prior years.
As part of the 2021/22 Capital plan, SLT has approved and will be recommending that initial
advocacy steps be taken to seek approval from the MOH to install a CT scanner at NHH Hospital. A
comprehensive pre-business was undertaken as a result of the Operational Assessment and very
long standing quality of care concerns raised by NHH Practioners. The pre-business case was
reviewed by QHC’s Leadership committee, Medical Leadership and Senior Leadership Team and
received unanimous support.
Upcoming Timelines and Key Dates
The following are key dates associated with the 2020/21 Operating & Capital Plan’s process:
•

January 2021 - 1st Draft of 2021/22 Operating Plan reviewed by QHC Board sub –
committees; Audit & Resources and Quality of Care.

•

February 2021 – QHC Finance finalizes quantification of the 2021/22 Operating Plan and
Capital Threshold Approval. Planning & Priorities reviews DRAFT of 2021/22 Operating Plan
and Capital Plan threshold approval.

•

March 2021 - Management recommendation of 2021/22 Operating & Capital plan to QHC
Audit and Resource Committee; endorsement by QHC Quality committee and
recommendation to QHC Board of Directors.
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5.3
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

Patrick Johnston, Chair of the Quality of Patient Care (QPC)
Committee

Subject:

COVID Update

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Discussion

The Board will receive a slide presentation as an overview of the current status of COVID related
topics. There will also be ample opportunity for questions and discussion.
Topics that will be addressed include:
•

Current Local Context

•

Regional Activity – additional information is included in your supplemental package.

•

Assessment Centers

•

Vaccine – additional information is included in your supplemental package.

•

Active Screening

•

Capacity

•

Service Impacts

•

Human Resources

•

Patients and Families

•

Virtual Care Initiatives

•

Projections for cases anticipated

•

Provincial Situation

The slides have been included to familiarize you with the topics but the content/ data may be
updated for the meeting if there are substantial changes.
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3.0 Reports
3.1 Report of the Chair
Mr. MacKinnon advised the board about his recent speaking engagements, including a deputation
to Quinte West Council and Sunrise Rotary Club in Trenton. Mr. MacKinnon highlighted that the
presentations went well and good progress was made towards reducing the concerns about the
future of Trenton Memorial Hospital (TMH).
Mr. MacKinnon commented on the recent rise in Covid-19 cases across the provinces and that
despite the increase, individuals should still seek medical attention when needed.
3.2 Report of the President & CEO – Parting Thoughts
Mrs. Egberts reviewed the most recent Balanced Scorecard (BSC) results, adding that putting in
place a strategic plan that was meaningful to every staff member is one of her most important
accomplishments during her tenure with QHC.
Mrs. Egberts noted how appreciative she was of recent letter QHC received from Assistant Deputy
Minister - Helen Angus, that acknowledged all the hard work and tireless efforts that hospitals have
done throughout the pandemic.
Mrs. Egberts shared her final thoughts with the Board as she prepares for retirement. Mrs. Egberts
thanked the Board and her Senior Leadership Team for their tremendous support throughout her
years with QHC, adding that QHC will be in great hands with incoming President & CEO – Ms.
Stacey Daub.
3.3 Report of the Chief of Staff
The Board was advised of current Chief/Medical Director leadership transitions at QHC including
anesthesia, emergency and rural medicine.
Dr. MacPherson highlighted the current plan to address surgical backlog at QHC. The plan includes
adding a weekend scheduled OR twice per month, eliminate annual summer and March
closures/slowdowns, remove weekly late OR start for all ORs, add statutory holiday OR blocks, and
use ad hoc blocks when resources allow.
Dr. MacPherson added that it is difficult to fully predict how many additional surgeries QHC can
gain due to the uncertainty of the pandemic but if the suggested plan is implemented QHC would
gain a minimum of 34 net new scheduled OR blocks over budgeted with potential for additional ad
hoc blocks to increase this. It is estimated that this would result in a minimum of 200 additional
surgeries, perhaps more, depending on the type of surgery selected for the additional time.
The Board was advised that all departments have developed plans for continuous staffing of critical
services in the event of surge in patient volumes in the coming weeks, or in the event of significant
losses of staff due to illness.
The Board discussed the mental health impacts of the pandemic on staff and physicians. Dr.
MacPherson stated that he will be participating in a meeting with other Chiefs in the province to
strategize how to navigate the pandemic and the exasperated mental health conditions that have
resulted.
A board member expressed their personal thanks to Dr. MacPherson and team about his recent
experience with accessing care at QHC.
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4.0 Decision items
4.1 Nurse Practitioner as Most Responsible Provider
Mr. Johnston presented the Board with a proposal to extend the role of Most Responsible Provider
(MRP) to Nurse Practitioner (NP) to accommodate significant staffing challenges at TMH. Mr.
Johnston advised that the current by-laws do now allow for NP to be MRP as they are based on an
OHA guide line, which has not kept up to date with recent legislation changes.
Mr. Johnston advised that if approved, QHC could be seen as an example in the province. Mrs.
Smith Romeril indicated that should this motion be approved the professional staff by-laws (just
culture framework) would need to be updated and the HR plan for the department would need to
support for this role.
The board discussed future role of NP at QHC and inquired with Dr. MacPherson how the
physicians were feeling about it. Dr. MacPherson advised that the position at TMH was very
welcomed and that any potential future roles would require collegial relationships and including
them in medical staffing plans. The board also discussed the differences between credentialed and
employed NPs and the impacts to insurance coverage.
Mr. MacKinnon congratulated Ms. Smith Romeril on all her hard work and dedication to get this new
and exciting opportunity off the ground.
Motion:

Moved by:
Second by:
Carried

The QHC Board of Directors approves the proposal to extend the role of Most
Responsible Provider (MRP) to a qualified Nurse Practitioner when supported
by the Human Resource Plan of the Department.
Mr. Kearns
Ms. Anderson

4.2 Renewal Process for 2021/21 Board of Directors
Ms. O’Toole reminded the board that the renewal process for eligible directors moved to
performance-based, so that returning members did not need to apply and be interviewed by the
Nominations Ad-Hoc Committee. As a part of the updated process, the Board Chair speaks with
each of the four Directors with expiring terms to determine their willingness to serve another term,
and have any relevant development conversations.
The four directors whose terms are expiring in June 2021 are:
• John Kearns
• David MacKinnon
• Lisa O’Toole
• Ross Rae
Ms. O’Toole advised that despite Mr. MacKinnon reaching his maximum number of years on the
Board, according to Section 4.9 of the By-Laws, “…a Director may, by resolution of the Board, have
his or her maximum term as a Director extended for the sole purpose of that Director succeeding to
the office of Chair or serving as Chair.”
Ms. O’Toole added that all directors have expressed a willingness to be re-elected and
recommended that all four be added to the slate of nominations for Directors who will be approved
at the May Board Meeting.
The Board discussed not forming a Nominations Ad-hoc Committee this year as there are no
current board vacancies and this would allow management to be flexible in their response to the
pandemic.
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The board requested the motion be amended and the word “slate” be added as the list of Directors
is not set to approved until May 2021. Ms. O’Toole added that during the May GCSC meeting,
terms for individual directors would be determined at that time.
Motion:

Moved by:
Seconded by:
Carried

The QHC Board of Directors recommends John Kearns, David
MacKinnon, Lisa O’Toole and Ross Rae be added to the 2021/22 Board
of Directors nominations slate.
Ms. O’Toole
Ms. Evans

5.0 Discussion Items
5.1 COVID Update
Mr. Johnston provided the following Covid update:
- All four local Covid Assessment Centres (CACs) are still offering same day appointments
and the longest wait time rarely exceed 30 minutes and the current turn-around-time for
receiving the lab results is between 24 and 48 hours.
- Health Human Resources will be one of the most significant challenge during the second
wave. Physician assistants are being looked at to alleviate shortages in of family medicine,
internal medicine, emergency medicine and psychiatry. Additionally, clinical managers
reassessed their staffing levels and current vacancies, average daily sick calls and
anticipated surge levels. A significant barrier to filling existing vacancies has been lack of
qualified staff.
- impacts of the pandemic on physician and staff morale.
- Difference between visitors and “Care Partners”. Care Partners are chosen by the patient
because of the role they have in providing social, emotional, physical and transition support.
Ms. Smith Romeril discussed Regional Infection, Prevention and Control support for Long Term
Care(LTC) and the MEST Teams (groups of staff that would be deployed into LTC in the event of
an outbreak).
Motion:

Moved by:
Seconded by:
Carried

The QHC Board of Directors expressed their sincerest thanks to the
QHC staff, physicians and SLT about their exceptional management of
the pandemic; that despite massive increased pressure on staff and
physicians throughout the pandemic the quality of care for patients has
not declined.
Mr. Johnston
Ms. Evans

5.2 Fiscal Health Sustainability
The Board discussed the financial impacts of the pandemic on QHC in particular the lost revenues
and additional expenditures. Mr. Kearns advised that reimbursement for additional expenditures
from May, June and July have been received and are being reviewed and reconciled.
The September 2020 financial statements show a top line deficit of $1.4M prior to building
amortization after six months of the 2020/21 fiscal year based on the above assumptions.
Mr. Kearns noted that additional funding was received to upgrade 3 ICU beds to ventilator beds and
open an additional 39 ALC beds (24 at BGH and 5 at PECMH).
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6.0 Consent Agenda
Approval of the following items was included within the consent agenda:
6.1 Minutes of September 29, 2020
6.2 Approval of September 2020 Financial Statements
6.3 Approval of Board and Committee Work Plans and Terms of Reference
6.4 Approval of Board Policies
6.5 Chief/Medical Director Appointment
Motion:
Moved by:
Seconded by:
Carried

To approve all items within the consent agenda of November 24, 2020.
Mr. Johnston
Ms. Evans

7:0 Celebration and Recognition of Mary Clare Egberts
Each of the Board shared some personal memories with Mrs. Egberts and congratulated her on
retirement and over 10 years of accomplishments at QHC. The Board thanked her for being a
mentor and the inspiration leader QHC needed.
8.0 Adjournment
Motion:
Moved by:
Carried

To adjourn at 5:17 p.m.
Ms. Evans

Next Meeting:

January 26, 2021 (videoconferencing)

Action Items: There were no action items at the November 24, 2020 meeting.

____________________________
David MacKinnon, Board Chair
Board of Directors

________________________________
Mary Clare Egberts
President and CEO and Board Secretary
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6.3
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee

Subject:

November 2020 Financial Statements

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Decision

Motion:

The QHC Board of Directors approves the November 2020
financial statements.

Year-to-date (YTD) November 2020 Financial Results
Year to date results for the eight months ended November 30, 2020 show a deficit of $990K.
This represents a $1.6M negative variance to budget.
We continue to report monthly COVID related expenditures to the SELHIN/OH. Historically,
these were trending at a rate of approximately $1M per month. As of October 1st, reporting
and funding for the COVID Assessment Centres and testing have been separated for
reporting and funding purposes. QHC has not received MOH direction yet on the new
reimbursement process for the expenses related to the Assessment Centres. QHC has
received notification that the Assessment centres will be reimbursed at $38 per test. As a
result of the above change, QHC’s monthly reporting is now in the range of $500K – $600K
per month until further direction is received from the MOH.
The COVID leadership team meets twice weekly for updates and planning and COVID
related impacts are brought forward for discussion and decision through this forum. These
planning impacts will be reflected in the monthly reporting. Examples of recent planning
impacts are the enhancement of the security presence in the Emergency departments to
address an increase in disturbances and improvements to the screening process at Belleville
General.
In response to ongoing capacity pressures, QHC has now received the funding letter to
reflect the funding of 29 beds for the period of Nov 1, 2020 – Mar 31, 2021. These beds will
be opened as necessary to meet capacity pressures with 20 located at Belleville General, 5
at Prince Edward County Memorial and 4 at Trenton Memorial. Extensive planning is
underway to meet the challenge of staffing these beds. Innovative solutions are being
developed to support nursing staff with other care providers such as Nursing students and
Physiotherapy Assistants.
On a positive note, as a result of significant advocacy work of QHC management, we very
recently received clarification and confirmation that $1.39M of previously one-time surge
capacity funding has been converted to base funding. This conversion further enhances
QHC’s base funding above the funding levels previously announced in the spring.
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Statement of Operations – Variance Explanation
Revenues
Ministry of Health – Global – positive variance of $2.5M
The primary components of this variance are:
• $1.3915M of prior year one-time capacity funding has been converted to base
funding.
•

$1.385M of funding under the new Growth and Efficiency (GEM) funding model.

•

Funding for the Critical Response Team (CCRT) has been added to base funding.

•

QBP revenue has been adjusted to reflect the impact of COVID-19 on elective
surgical procedures during the surgical program slow-down.

Ministry of Health – One-Time – positive variance of $10.5M
The key drivers of this variance are:
• $4.1M of funding to offset the pandemic pay for staff and physicians.
•

$7.3M of funding to offset incremental expenses related to COVID-19

Patient Revenue – negative variance of $3.9M
This variance is primarily driven by revenue losses in areas impacted by COVID-19.
• Preferred Accommodation revenue is $1.27M below budget largely as a result of the
pandemic. We also continue to work on process improvements to ensure that we are
maximizing this revenue source.
•

OHIP Technical fee revenue is $1.25M below budget. The related OHIP Professional
fee revenue is also below budget but is offset by a related decrease in professional
fees paid to Radiologists.

Marketed Services – negative variance of $756K
This variance is related to the impact of COVID-19 on parking activity and revenues at the
Belleville General and Trenton Memorial hospitals.
Recoveries & Other Revenue – negative variance of $357K
This variance is largely related to:
• The timing of the receipt of purchasing rebates.
•

A reduction in fees for cataract procedure lens upgrades related to the slowdown in
surgical activity earlier in the year.

Expenses
Compensation – Salaries – negative variance of $8.0M
The primary components of this variance are:
• Pandemic pay in the amount of $3.25M. Funding has been received to offset this
expense
•

Incremental labour related to COVID-19 in the amount of $4.4M. This covers the
incremental positions to address screening, security, assessment centre staffing and
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positions to support the additional beds required to support capacity pressures as
previously noted, that are incremental to the 20/21 operating plan.
Compensation – Benefits – negative variance of $1.1M
This variance is driven by:
• Benefits related to the pandemic pay in the amount of $444K.
•

Benefits related to the previously described COVID-19 impacts and capacity
pressures in the amount of $1.2M.

Medical Staff Remuneration – positive variance of $1.1M
The main components of this variance are:
• Reduction in professional fees paid to Radiologists as a result of the impact of
COVID-19 on diagnostic testing. There is an offsetting reduction to revenue.
•

Pandemic pay to physicians in the amount of $298K. Funding has been received to
offset this expense.

Medical & Surgical Supplies – positive variance of $932K
The bulk of this variance is due to the impact of COVID-19 on the surgical program with the
slowdown to this service early in the fiscal year.
Drugs and Medicine – negative variance of $955K
The majority of this variance is related to the Oncology program and the difficulty in
projecting changes in patient types and the associated drug regimens. The majority of this
variance is offset by funding from Cancer Care Ontario (CCO).
Supplies & Other Expenses – negative variance of $1.4M
This variance is largely related to COVID-19 impacts:
• Supplies required for the new lab testing equipment.
•

Accommodation expense for patients being cared for at Quinte Gardens.

•

EMS support of Assessment Centres in Belleville, Trenton and Bancroft.

•

Purchases of enhanced PPE such as linen gowns, face shields, PAPRs (Powered Air
Purifying Respirators).

•

Rental of equipment to support expanded bed capacity – beds and overbed tables.

Balance Sheet
The current ratio at November 30, 2020 is 0.79. The current ratio without the MOH Covid
Receivable is .71.
Forecast
The year end forecast takes into account the following variables:
•

COVID-19 expenses continuing at similar rates as experienced to date with an
expectation of offsetting funding at a rate of 94%.
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•

Assessment Centre activity with offsetting funding at $38 per test.

•

Lab testing of COVID swabs with offsetting funding at $38 per test.

•

Addition of 1 Level 3 ICU bed and the conversion of 3 existing Level 2 ICU beds to
Level 3 (vented).

•

Addition of 29 beds for the period of Nov 1, 2020 – Mar 31, 2021.

•

Variance in oncology drug expense and related funding.

•

Timing of receipt of NGG (Nursing Graduate Guarantee) funding.

•

Extension of hydro rebate program to March 31st, 2021.

•

Incremental non-urgent patient transportation costs.

Under the assumptions of continued MOH reimbursement at 94% of incremental
expenditures incurred and lost revenue being reimbursed at 75%, QHC’s yearend forecast
would a surplus of $2.148M. Under the assumption, that the MOH does not fund Ontario
hospitals for lost revenue, QHC would be projecting a deficit of $935K.
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6.4
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

Dr. Colin MacPherson, Chief of Staff

Subject:

Chief/Medical Director Appointment

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Decision

Motion:

The QHC Board of Directors’ appoint Dr. Christine Hanna as the
Chief/Medical Director of Emergency Medicine and Dr. Parambir Keila
as Chief/Medical Director of Rural Medicine, both effective February
1, 2021.

Dr. Christine Hanna was interviewed on January 6 for the position of Chief/Medical Director of
Emergency Medicine by a panel with the Chief of Staff, Vice President, Program Director, the Lead
physician from the BGH Emergency Department and a Board Member (Andrew Fleming). Dr.
Hanna was the only applicant for the position and she has started in the Interim role on January 1,
following the end of Dr. Al Bell’s contract for the role. She has received endorsement from her
department and the interview panel supported her appointment to this role on a permanent basis.
Also on January 6, a panel interviewed three applicants for Rural Medicine Chief/Medical Director
position, which has medical leadership accountability for NHH and PECMH. The panel is
recommending Dr. Parambir Keila – an Emergency Physician at NHH – for the role. Dr. Keila has
been the NHH Medical Lead for six years and is seen as a well-respected physician and leader
within his department and across QHC. As the Chief/Medical Director, Dr. Keila will continue to
perform the NHH Medical Lead responsibilities. I will then ask Dr. Sarah LeBlanc – a Family
Physician at PECMH – to take the PECMH Medical Lead position.
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6.6
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

Carol Smith Romeril, Vice President & Chief Nursing Officer

Topic:

Report of the Chief Nursing Officer

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Information

The key issues to highlight in this report have already been covered in other elements of the agenda,
in particular, the COVID Update.
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6.7
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

Dr. Colin MacPherson, Chief of Staff

Topic:

Report of the Medical Advisory Committee

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Information

In addition to the topics in the Chief of Staff Report and separate decision items in the Board agenda,
the Medical Advisory Committee discussed the following items at the December and January
meetings:
•

Ongoing preparations for the second wave of COVID-19, including discussions on modelling
of projected case numbers, visiting policy, PPE compliance, covid test turnaround times, and
medical staffing plans for the second wave.

•

Reports of the Clinical Optimization Sub-Committee, with an update on the work to better
understand drivers of patient length of stay in the Emergency Department and input on the
new Credentialed Staff Disputes Policy.

•

Reports of the Credentialed Staff Resources Sub-Committee, including improvement efforts to
standardize the review of credentials applications. A new template has been created to serve
as a guide for Chiefs when reviewing an application.

•

Results of a recent virtual lab accreditation event for NHH, PECMH and TMH. MAC was
informed that the assessment went extremely well, with only three minor recommendations to
correct.

•

Identifying physicians to recognize as “Spotlight Physicians” as part of the QHC/Physician
Compact.

•

Formulary changes, department reports, medical directives and policy changes for approval.
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6.8
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

Patrick Johnston, Chair of Quality of Patient Care Committee

Subject:

Quality of Patient Care (QPC) Committee Update

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Information

In addition to items on the Board agenda, the Committee received and discussed the following
information at their January 12, 2021 meeting.
1. Staff Story
The committee heard a story from a patient letter that was recently received, which
highlighted the patient’s experience with accessing healthcare during the pandemic and the
exceptional care they received. The committee heard how pleased the patient was with
their care and appreciative they were of the supportive and encouraging environment
despite receiving negative news.
2. COPD Update
Ms. Anna Marie Sutherland and Derk Damron reviewed the current trends and issue of
COPD in the Hastings Prince Edward region and the strategic initiatives underway for this
patient population between QHC and community partners. The committee received a slide
deck presentation, which highlighted current resources available and a new exciting project
beginning January 2021 – Remote Patient Monitoring. The slide deck is available in your
supplemental package.
3. Monitoring Reports Received
• Critical Events, Critical Events Process and Disclosure Report – Q2 & Q3
• The Quality of Patient Care Indicator Report
• Regional Health Information System Update indicated that current activity is focused
on negotiations that set the frame for a multi-year partnership.
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6.9
To:

QHC Board of Directors

From:

John Kearns, Board Treasurer & Chair of Audit and Resources
Committee

Topic:

Audit and Resources Committee Update

Date of Meeting:

January 26, 2021

For:

Information

In addition to the items on the Board agenda, the Committee also received and discussed the
following updates from management at their January 12, 2021 meeting.
1. Audit Plan
KPMG tabled their 2020/21 audit plan. There are no significant changes to audit approach for
the 2020/21 year
2. Auditor Assessment
The committee completed Step 2 of the newly adopted Auditor Assessment framework. The
intention is to complete the framework to inform the decision regarding reappointment of the
auditors for 2021/22
3. Statutory Filings
The committee received its regular report on statutory filings. All filings were up to date as of
November 2020.
4. Capital Projects Update
The committee received a written update on all capital projects which highlighted updates on the
PECMH Redevelopment and the progression of work on the Master Plan priorities for Trenton
and Belleville. Also of note, management advised the committee that QHC would not be
proceeding with a co-generation plan at the present time. After extensive review, management
was not able to reach an agreement with the preferred vendor on a financial model which would
provide QHC with sufficient return for the capital and risk QHC was going to undertake.
5. Committee Work plan
The committee received an update on the Audit and Resource work plan for the year. No
changes were identified at the present time.
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6.10

To:
From:
Topic:
Date of Meeting:
For:

QHC Board of Directors
Nancy Evans, Board Vice-chair and Chair of the CEO Transition
Ad-hoc Committee
CEO Transition Ad-hoc Committee Update
January 26, 2021
Information

The CEO Transition Ad-hoc Committee held its second meeting on December 17, 2020 to
receive an update on the CEO onboarding activities to-date and to review the proposed CEO
transition plan. The plan was based on an updated stakeholder map to ensure initial meetings
were appropriately prioritized based on key internal and external audiences. The focus is on
supporting the CEO to: receive foundational knowledge on QHC and the local context; get to
know the organization; and build strong relationships inside of QHC and with key external
partners. The expectation is that after the first three months, she will be able to report back to
the Board with her reflections and assessment of what she has seen, and the next steps going
forward, in general terms.
The next meeting is scheduled for January 21, when Stacey can provide an update on her initial
activities and impressions. The Ad-Hoc committee will meet monthly until March.
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